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Introduction 
   Spain is a country which is more than just the concept of sun and 

beach tourism, despite most people think.  It is true that the 

greatest percentage of Spanish tourism's revenues are from it, but it 

is not the only one. In this country there are areas where it is 

possible to find a climate colder and, therefore,  snow tourism is 

another option to choose. As an interesting  information, we can 

add that Spain is the second country with more mountains in its 

territory, only behind of Switzerland 
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Catalonian Pyrenees 
-10 ski resorts (1 Nordic  
ski resort) 
-3  Q of quality resorts 
-356 slopes 
-407.06 km 
-1728894 practitioners 
  (-13.3%) 
-46216 hotel beds 
 

Cantabrian Mountains 
-6 ski resorts 
-2 Q of Quality resorts 
-131 slopes 
-107.94 km  
-154946 practitioners 
(-37%) 
-9730 hotel beds 

Andalusian System 
-2 ski resorts (1 Nordic ski 
resort) 
-1 Q of Quality resort 
-123 slopes 
-122.5 km 
-790326 practitioners (-6%) 
-27595 hotel beds 

Central Mountains 
-5 ski resorts 
-92 slopes 
-73.95 km 
-72522 hotel beds 
 

Aragon Pyrenees 
-9 ski resorts (2 Nordic 
ski resorts) 
-7 Q of Quality resorts 
-334 slopes 
-359.06 km 
-1370000 practitioners 
(+15%) 
-49752 hotel beds 
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Practice locations (regions and ski resorts) 



Analysis of practitioners  
• In season 2012/2013, the number of visitors in Spanish ski 

resorts was  4,505,715 (counting practitioners and non-
practitioners) 

• The evolution of practitioners shows a negative trend during 
the last years owing to bad weather conditions and economic 
recession 
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Social demographic profile 
    Nationality: Most visitors of Spanish ski resorts are from regions near of ski 

resorts (Catalonia, Aragon, Navarre, Madrid…) who have easier the 
possibility of going to these places. The rest of visitors are mainly from 
United Kingdom, Portugal, Russia and France 

    Age: It is not a very mature profile, they are approximately between 26  and 
45 years old 

    Experience in ski: As we have found, their level is a medium-high one, so 
they know well what they want 

    Hobbies: Most of ski practitioners do more than one variety of snow sport, 
as ski touring 

    Accommodation: They will rest at their own home or in a hotel, instead of 
apartments or refuges. But, not all of people need accommodation, 
because just spend one day at ski 

    Way of transport: Going by car is the option most frequently chosen by 
visitors 
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Definition and practitioners 
• Ski touring consists on being able to access the mountain 

without mechanical lifts, using skis to go up and then down. 
These skis have special attachments that allow releasing the 
bead during the climb and then to fix it on the descent 
 

                   cross-country ski 
 

• Ski touring is a federate sport in FEDME and an Olympic sport 
 athletes  competitions 

• Moreover, there is a new group of practitioners, basically 
athletes, also called free riders, who look for the pleasure of 
walking over virgin blades, in areas beyond the realm of ski 
resorts  blogs 
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Brands at Spanish market 
• Few offered products for ski touring → Owing to few 

companies 
• Difficulty of find ski touring products at shops. The fact of 

not being as known as Alpine ski makes shops prefer sell 
ski touring products online. 

• Leader position in offered products: Dynafit (all products) 
• Leader position in prices: Dynafit (its price level is the 

highest one; reason: consumers trust in them) 
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Conclusions 
• The information available about this sport is very poor 

• Consequence: Lack of knowledge about this kind of snow 
sport, although in the recent years, it is becoming more 
popular 

• Spain has good ski areas for practicing it (good services 
and facilities as well as climate conditions) 

• Lack of information holds difficulty about entering the ski 
touring market: there are few material suppliers but their 
supply is enough for the current demand 
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www.esquidetravesia.net 
http://aragonhoy.aragon.es/index.php/mod.noticias/mem.detalle/id.131141 
www.infotravesia.com 
www.infonieve.es 
www.nevasport.com 
www.sierranevada.es 
www.decathlon.es 
www.skitravesia.com 
www.baqueira.es 
www.todonieve.com 
www.atudem.org 
http://bases.cortesaragon.es/bases/ndocumen.nsf/b4e47719711a1d49c12576cd002660cc/461fb63

a8507cecec12576fd002a851b/$FILE/estudio2.pdf 
www.esquidetravesia.net 
www.tienda.aresta.com 
www.snowinn.com 
www.made4ski.com 
www.deportesgoyo.com 
www.deportesmoya.es 
www.barrabes.com 
www.elcorteingles.es 
www.deportespardo.es 
www.berniman.es 
www.forumsport.com 
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION! 
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